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Upon examination of tendencies of individual shareholders’ portfolio management, two profiles emerge: the 

long term and the short term. Yet, the results of traditional portfolio theory lead us to a securities portfolio 

architecture independent of the investment horizon.  However, a certain number of hypotheses have brought 

the validity of this rule into question.  

In France, the study of long term investment has become crucial in a marketing environment of investment 

savings plans of the life cycle type.  This surge in interest results from rising concerns regarding the pay-as-

you-go retirement system. Two investment strategies are regularly proposed in response to this issue by 

financial intermediaries.  

The first is based on diversification over time, that is, reduction of the share of net worth allocated to risky 

assets as the investment withdrawal horizon nears.  The assets under consideration are direct or indirect 

stock markets investments.  While still modest in France on the historical support of life insurance, this 

method is more widely found in new retirement savings products.  The long term perspective is essential if 

the strategy is to produce optimal results.  In fact, its importance is linked to the assumption that stock prices 

will display a mean reverting process over time.  Nevertheless, the impossibility for younger households to 

invest the majority of their financial resources in stocks resulting from the uncertainty surrounding their 

income from work in both the short and mid terms, liquidity constraint or even a lack of market knowledge 

are so many elements liable to impede the development of this strategy, at least during the first years of their 

working life. The prolongation of these factors over a long period could make it less suitable.  

The second strategy consists of dollar cost averaging, or a progressive entry onto stock markets at identical 

fractional amounts.  The relative success of this plan among French households may be explained from both 

the demand side (corresponding with investment timing, a strategy of avoiding massive exposure at a 

market peak) and from the supply side (regular collection, low information costs). It would appear however 

that this is not necessarily a winning long term strategy in the presence of a systematically positive risk 

premium environment. Furthermore, it is accompanied by an inability to react to information prior to the 

setting in motion of the dollar cost averaging process.     
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This responsiveness issue has also led us to focus on details regarding short term phenomena. Bayes’ rule 

describes the revision of expectations with regards to the flow of information available to the investor bent on 

portfolio reallocation. Meanwhile, in France, as elsewhere, despite the exponential growth in the production 

and publication of information liable to modify their expectations, the great majority of investors display 

reluctance in managing their portfolio more actively.  The imperfection inherent to markets is a traditional 

response to this paradox. However, thorough analysis of investor behaviour suggests that other elements 

may account for it.  Indeed, the incessant drone of information overload diminishes both the investor’s ability 

to rationally handle information while exacerbating his will to avoid confronting information liable to remind 

him of his poor initial choices may also explain the bias for the status quo. Furthermore, shareholders’ 

responsiveness to swings in prices would appear fraught by a certain asymmetry. Loss aversion, defined in 

the framework of prospect theory, offers an explanation for why investors are quick to sell for a profit, yet 

more reluctant to get rid of losing stocks.  

All in all, two types of recommendations may be made.  The first deals with long term choices.  Time 

diversification strategies and dollar cost averaging are certainly not void of interest, whether for the investor 

or for the financial intermediary. Yet they should not  be marketed systematically for fear that their results 

may be less than satisfying. It should also be noted that most networks are quite happy to propose these 

strategies by offering, in the same range of long term assets, alternative investment solutions or possible 

amendments to the initial choice, e.g., the modification of monthly instalments in a dollar cost averaging 

plan.  The investor has but to choose, if indeed he has all necessary information at his disposal.  

The information issue is yet another problem at the core of investors’ ability to react.  Nowadays, it is no 

longer a problem of circulation of information but rather of investors’ will to be attentive to it and their ability 

to take advantage of it.  Once again, the plethora of information can be a source of cognitive dissonance, 

leading by default to inaction. From that moment, one can only renew recommendations1 for improving 

individual stockholders’ education with regards to the basic rules of portfolio management.  In particular, 

these latter would certainly benefit from being able to find their way through the information maelstrom. It 

also provides a solid argument that the collective management may use in order to discharge them from an 

essential part of these choices, insofar as they may modify without restriction the principal arbitration for 

which they are responsible: allocating financial resources between risky assets and risk-free assets.  
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This article is part of the extension of the Working Papers n°1 concerned with the analysis of the behaviour 

of French investors with regards to management of their securities portfolio and in particular, stocks.  The 

approach is identical: it is a matter of comparing prescriptive rules of traditional finance with the elements of 

a positive nature available to us.  The first document allowed us to underscore and attempt to explain the 

phenomena of lack of participation in the stock market and low portfolio diversification.  However, that was a 

static analysis, whereas we now propose introducing the time factor here and answering the following 

question: how do households modify the weighting and the structure of their stock portfolio over time?    

To answer this question, distinction must be made between the long term issues discussed in Section I and 

the short term issues illustrated in Section II.  From the first viewpoint, the development in France of a long 

term financial estate, fostered by the uncertainties surrounding the sustainability of the pay-as-you-go 

retirement system and encouraged by tax incentives, leads us to analyse household allocation between 

different asset classes over time. Further yet, by concentrating on the composition of the portfolio, the length 

of the investment horizon allows for progressive entry into the stock markets in order to cover against 

positioning at the top of the market cycle. Such a strategy can not be developed independently of 

expectations regarding future market movements.   

The second question we focus on is that of short term rebalancing of the stock portfolio, or in other words, 

shareholders’ responsiveness.  Traditional portfolio theory suggests that in a perfect market, investors begin 

to rebalance their portfolio when their expectations of such characteristics as return and risk of at least one 

of their stocks have changed.  In a world of plentiful information, frequent rebalancing should be expected, 

thus clearly positioning short term analysis. Yet only a small minority investors display a corresponding 

intensity of activity.  The inactivity that seems to prevail in most cases calls for a return to the hypotheses of 

the dominant theory, whether we consider market functioning of investor behaviour.  
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The development of long term savings that have not been accumulated for speculative purposes but rather 

as a provision for old age is a salient characteristic of the ongoing transformation of estate decisions of 

French households over the last quarter of a century (Table 1).  The principle of accumulating for financing 

part of the cost of retirement, which, for a long time concerned only a few professions poorly covered by the 

pay-as-you-go system, has consistently progressed among the population if we refer to various polls that 

have been taken.  Obviously, this tendency is yet to be perfectly manifest because, for example, only one 

out of two French people purport to have saved for retirement2 in 2006.  However, this behaviour is 

displayed by the majority of high wealth individuals who also demonstrate the highest tendency to acquire 

securities3. 

Table 1: Distribution of financial assets of French households  

(1980-2005 - in %, excluding unlisted stocks)  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the one hand, households directly manage their securities portfolio and select the types of their supports.  

However, macroeconomic figures essentially point to their preference for collective management for their 

retirement savings. This generally takes the forms of life insurance polices and, to a lesser extent, company 

savings plans (article 83 of the French Tax Code, group retirement savings plan) or personal savings plans 

(PERP, Prefon).  In organizing long term securities portfolio management, two, “golden rules,” are regularly 

driven home by financial intermediaries who have made them their basic sales points for their savings 

products:  

• time diversification or lowering the share of riskier securities (stocks) as the investment horizon 
shortens;  

 
• dollar cost averaging.  
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Section I.  Saving over the long term  

  1980  1990  2000  2005  

Short Term Assets 70.3 53.5 31.1 31.2 

Long Term Assets 29.7 46.5 68.9 68.8 

Bank savings and home 
financing schemes  5.4 8.2 13.3 

 
10.9 

Life insurance in euros  3.8 11.8 26.3 33.2 

Life insurance in U.V.  0.4 1.3 7.4 7.7 

Bonds  8.7 5.4 2.6 1.6 

Listed stock  5.1 8.5 6.2 4.9 

OPVCM (Mutual Funds) 6.5 11.4 13.1 10.5 

 
Sources: Banque de France, FFSA and the author’s estimations  

2 CECOP-IFOP Poll, Cercle des Epargnants. 
3 TNS Sofres Investigation, Observatoire Cercle des Epargnants, November 2005.  Read also on this theme, Demartini and 
Séjourné (2006). 
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Following discussion of the pertinence of these two precepts which are also associated from time to time 

with a sole product among network packages, we looked for traces of any application of them by French 

households. A preliminary remark must first be made, however.  Statistics available to economists do not 

allow us to isolate pertinent information at the moment at which amounts are invested in different vehicles, 

with regards to savings goals and investment horizons. The large variety of motivations for financial savings 

invested on identical supports thus introduces a certain analytical bias.  

 

1.  TIME DIVERSIFICATION  

Time diversification is based on the idea that the risk born by the stockholder diminishes as the investment 

horizon broadens.  This risk, measured by the variability of a stock‘s rate of return, diminishes over time. For 

while asset prices tend to follow a mean reverting process, the probability that a period of rising prices will 

follow a period of falling prices is high. In other words, annualised volatility is slighter over the long term than 

the short term. Further, in the long term, the return of stocks would appear to prevail over that of most assets 

that are generally considered as carrying less risk than any interest rate based instruments such as bonds, 

fungible debt securities, passbooks and so on.  Thus, in light of the more favourable yield-risk ratio over the 

long term, the major portion of the portfolio must be invested in stocks at the beginning of the life cycle, with 

this portion progressively decreased as the investor approaches the end of the investment horizon4.  

Classically, certain financial professionals advise applying the 100-age rule for determining the share of 

stock in the portfolio.  

 
1.1  The share of high risk assets in the portfolio and the investment horizon  

The time diversification principle, which could appear clearly valid, does not systematically resist the 

dismissal of different hypotheses relative to stock price movement and investor behaviour.  Research on 

conditions for the success of such an approach is based on work by Samuelson (1969) and Bodie (1995)5 

who concluded that interest is lacking for time diversification. For Samuelson, in a perfect market, the portion 

of stock in the portfolio is independent of the investment horizon when the three following conditions are 

respected:  

• stock return allows for an identical and independent distribution of probabilities from period to period;  
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4 In order to extend the preceding warning, it should be noted that such behaviour is closely linked to the principle of accumulation 
dictated by the Life Cycle Theory. However, the work on precautionary saving, conducted in particular by Carroll (Buffer stock 
model, 1997), emphasizes the slight accumulation displayed by an overriding proportion households during the prime phase of their 
working life due to a strong preference for the present (Gomes and Michaelides, 2005). The effort of accumulating retirement sav-
ings presents itself later and  the question of the role of stocks must be considered from another angle (maximum assumption of risk 
in order to reach a targeted level of wealth – see c).  
5 by using option pricing.  
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• investors utility function is of constant relative risk aversion type;  
 
• their wealth is exclusively of a financial nature.  In other words, human capital is not taken into 

consideration.  
 
The validity of these hypotheses relative to the trajectory of stock prices and the form of the utility functions 

are still subject to debate. Furthermore, assumptions made with regards to perfect markets are regularly 

questioned. 

  

a) Price movement and the utility function  

Stangeland and Turtle (1999) resorted to a defined utility function whereby the value of coefficients 

describes the different risk aversion behaviour by wealth in order to analyse the best choices according to 

the process of stock price movements. From this analysis emerges (Table 2):  

• that when prices follow a mean reverting process, the time diversification strategy is the most 

appropriate, regardless of the form of the utility function.  Indeed, uptrend periods follow downtrends, 

with an ensuing reduction of the annual variance as the horizon lengthens. This conclusion becomes 

even more flagrant through the demonstration by Campbell and Viceira (2002) that such a process 

seems to correspond to the American market over a long period;  

 

• nevertheless, in the case where stock prices vary randomly, the attitude regarding risk becomes the 

discriminating factor.  If indeed risk aversion decreases as wealth increases, a hypothesis that is 

confirmed on a number of counts in the international comparison conducted by Carroll (2002), time 

diversification remains effective. If, however, as Samuelson hypothesized, it is constant, then 

allocation between low risk/high risk assets must not depend on the investment horizon.  Finally, in 

the case of increasing risk aversion, the investor is best advised to exclusively focus on risk-free 

assets;  

 

• if prices display positive self-correlation, both the risk of accumulating losses as well as increased 

volatility over time represent substantial arguments against a time diversification strategy. 

. 
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Table 2: Significance of time diversification for an investment in stocks over a 20 year period  

(By Stangeland and Turtle, 1999)  

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

b) Consideration for human capital  

It would appear that not everyone agrees with the first two hypotheses formulated by Samuelson in 1969.  

The confirmation of a mean reverting process of long term stock quotes would lead us to question the 

pertinence of the independence of choices with regards to the investment horizon and would support time 

diversification strategies. Furthermore, the latter hypothesis has also been subject to thorough analyses. 

Indeed, even if we reason within a framework of constant risk aversion, the question of the choice of a 

wealth indicator must be dealt with.  Market finance was built on the basis of work by Markowitz, referring to 

financial estate, to which we may add real estate or even taking into consideration art works.  Ultimately, it is 

a question of non-human wealth that may be traded on markets.  Meanwhile, since the beginning of the 

1990’s, by emphasizing the influence of non-financial factors on portfolio choices, economists have been led 

to include human capital within individual wealth (Karlsson, 2006).  

In this perspective, the estate may be split into two components: non-human capital and human capital.  

Simply put, this latter corresponds to the discounted value of future revenue of the work of the economic 

agent, according to its initial training investment.  As Samuelson demonstrated in a later article (1994), for 

young individuals, this human estate of lesser risk is the basic pillar of wealth.  As one advances in one’s 

career, it is progressively transformed into non-human capital.  In such way that if households have constant 

risk aversion that leads them to retain the same portion of risky financial assets in their overall estate, the 

share of these risky assets in the non-human estate progressively diminishes.  Depending on one’s points of 

view, it may be considered as either an argument in favour of time diversification or that this practise is a 

simple accounting illusion, illustrating the mere taking into consideration of the non-human share of the 

wealth.  
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Two sophistications of this approach may be suggested:  

• flexibility in the labour market confirms the phenomenon described above by Bodie, Merton, 

Samuelson, 1992.  Indeed, this flexibility allows the investor to broaden the range of services he is 

able to offer in the event his risky financial assets perform poorly.  Such a possibility is even more 

likely if the individual is young.  With age, however, not only does he lose the ability to increase his 

workload, but he also has less time for making such an adjustment, further leading him to reduce the 

share of risky financial assets in his estate.  The share of risky assets naturally reaches its lowest 

level at the threshold of retirement;  
 

• the time diversification principle may be modulated according to the correlation between stock market 

revenue and work revenue.  The simulations carried out by Viceira (2001) thus demonstrate when a 

positive correlation of this type exists, not only is the share of risky portfolio assets systematically 

reduced relative to a situation of independence between the two series, but it also triggers a reduction 

of the scope of the adjustments over time.  The reduction of the share of risky assets in the estate as 

the retirement age approaches is thus all the weaker as risk aversion increases where the initial 

proportions are low.  
 
 

c) Liquidity constraints and precautionary saving  

Revenue risks and liquidity constraints may strongly alter shareholding behaviour during one’s working life 

(Cocco et al., 2005).  

 

Concerning the first point, Carroll’s work (1997) on precautionary saving buttresses the assumption that 

when households are subject to a high risk of loss of work income (primarily due to unemployment), they 

keep a savings reserve, or a buffer stock over a short period (due to a pronounced preference for the 

present) in order to deal with the situation.  Younger households are particularly subject to such unknowns 

and, more importantly, lack estate reserves that can be easily mobilized. Furthermore, due to the 

temperance concept (see Kimball, 1990 and 1993), this precautionary saving is by nature invested in 

financial assets that are easily mobilized, at a lesser cost, and that have a guaranteed value over this short 

period.  This thus excludes risky assets, with shares occupying first place in this category.  Advancing 

through their working life, individuals progressively accumulate an estate that allows them to be less 

concerned by the risk of income loss.  They may then progressively increase that portion invested in stocks. 

According to Cocco et al. (2005), this progression should normally last until the age bracket of 35-45 years, 

where the proportion of stocks reaches its height.  
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The problem of liquidity constraint leads us to relatively similar conclusions. Deaton (1991) showed how this 

approach dovetailed with the concept of precautionary saving.  The first common point is that the liquidity 

constraint that is perceived as a partial or total impossibility of being able to take out a loan, is felt most 

acutely in the first part of adult life because guarantees are less important at this stage.  Households are 

thus motivated to accumulate savings that are even more liquid to compensate for any loss of income. 

 

All told, taking these two arguments into account could explain for the bell curve profile for holding stocks 

displayed in Graph 1.  Due to both a high preference for the present, the temperance principle and the 

intensity of the liquidity constraint, young households would be hardly likely to accumulate stocks at the 

beginning of their working lives.  With the progressive attenuation of the liquidity constraint and the approach 

of retirement age, their participation in stock markets should normally increase before the time diversification 

principle exerts any effect.  

Chart 1: Time diversification, precautionary saving and liquidity constraint  
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If we consider, as did Cocco et al. (2005), that the liquidity constraint may also exert an influence in the form 

of additional cost or effectively, a market imperfection expressed in the form of a loan interest rate that 

surpasses the investment rate of return, then the importance of the amounts paid back may reach levels that 

they impede any process of accumulation of estate.  For it is only when households finished paying off their 

loans (particularly after the purchase of housing) that they may, much later, begin to accumulate any 

retirement savings, most likely with an over-accumulation of stocks in the hope of rapidly reaching their 

estate goal.  

d) Returning to the notion of risk  

If we come back to the mean reverting process hypothesis as contemplated for stock pricing, we may 

suppose that instead of such a process, stock prices follow a random walk such that, for each period, the 

investor is likely to record a gain or a loss.  If we take the now common example of an investor who 

considers that his stock investment systematically offers hopes for annual gains of 5%, the consequence of 

an expected increase of 20% with a probability of 50% and a fall in prices (-10%) carrying the same 

probability (Box 1), we find that his profit expectancy gain increases over time and the risk, understood as 

the annualised variance, tends to diminish.  Meanwhile, the maximum loss likely to occur increases 

constantly.   

 

 
Box 1 

 
Maximum risk of loss 

 
The investor has a sum of 100 euros in t=0.  He hopes that every year, his investment will maintain equal 
probability of a performance of either +20% or –10%.  The history of possible values of his portfolio may 
be expressed as follows: 
 
t = 0 t = 1 t = 2 
 
  144 (1/4)  
 120 (1/2) 
100  108 (1/2) 
 90 (1/2) 
  81 (1/4) 
 
The minimum value expected from the capital W invested, derived from an annual decrease of 
10% of quotes is expressed as follows: 
 
 W tmin = 100. (0.9)t 
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This information takes on special significance if we disregard traditional portfolio theory in favour of 

advanced literature in financial behaviour with regards to investor attitudes in a higher risk environment.  The 

work of Kahneman and Tversky (1979)6 revealed loss aversion behaviour.  As we have seen, the maximum 

amount of loss possible increases constantly over time, and the risk averse investor is extremely sensitive to 

this fact.  It is thus that he will choose to not invest in long term risky assets, with the time diversification 

principle falling by the wayside (Fisher and Statman, 1999)7.  Certain hypotheses (Barberis, 2000), pushed 

to the extreme, would even lead us to the conclusion that the portion of stock must be inversely proportional 

to the horizon! 

Furthermore, if the investor displays Myopic Loss Aversion (Benartzi and Thaler, 1995)8, in the case where, 

in the first year, his stock investment has yielded negative results (-10% in our example), he will overweight 

the probability that this event will reoccur and will prefer abandoning this investment that he considers too 

risky.  

It thus clearly appears that the time diversification principle is subject to certain conditions with regards to 

both the investor’s definition of risk (annualised variance versus potential loss) and behavioural hypotheses.  

e) Transaction and participation costs and the learning related phenomena 

When we include the issue of transaction costs within our time diversification analysis, two effects confront 

each other.  The primary incidence is that of entry costs (Gomes and Michaelides, 2005).  On the one hand, 

we have emphasized that high fixed costs are liable to keep investors with more modest financial resources9 

out of the markets.  Thus, as they advance in their working life and as their financial estate grows, new 

entrants to the market are likely to appear. In this perspective, the reasoning follows a logic of instant dilution 

of fixed costs.  However, on the other hand, one must take into account the advantages of dilution over time: 

indeed, entry costs considered high over a short horizon will tend to lose their relative intensity as the 

investment horizon, associated in this case with a superior profit expectancy, broadens.  

The same double logic prevails for participation costs that go well beyond the financial fees when including 

the time that the investor must devote to understanding products and markets as well as the effort that must 

be invested.  Thus, the incentive for finding the best investment possible intensifies as the horizon 

broadens, which is ultimately beneficial to long term investments in stocks. Nevertheless, participation costs 

are not necessarily constant over the investor’s life cycle due to the learning effect. This latter may be 

construed as a reduction of the incertitude surrounding the profit expectancy, especially thanks to the 

recurring observation of dividends paid (Barberis, 2000).  Thus, the investor who acquires a growing degree 
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7 See also Roger, 2003.  
8 Cf. AMF Working Papers n°1.  
9 Cf. AMF Working Papers n°1.  
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of certainty over time relative to stock market performance may be tempted to increase the share of stock in 

his financial estate or, if it is not yet the case, to make a belated entry into the stock market.   

 

All told, theoretical analysis suggests that holding stock, whether directly or indirectly, may follow a life cycle 

profile. Subject to a liquidity constraint that exerts more pressure at the beginning of adult life and due to 

insufficient wealth accumulation, either for justifying the learning effort or for taking advantage of dilution of 

fixed transaction costs, the stock exchange holds little appeal for young households.  These constraints 

disappear over time and the number of households  concerned should increase, without systematic increase 

in the portion of insiders’ estate invested in risky assets.  The explanation for this may be found in the 

constant risk aversion or of an expectation of a mean reversion of prices.  Ultimately, the disappearance of 

the reserve in human capital upon reaching retirement should be accompanied by measures to secure the 

financial estate.  

It should be noted however that very divergent profiles are liable to be observed among agents according to:  

• the type of risk aversion;  
 
• any loss aversion;  
 
• expectations regarding stock price movements;  
 
• the age at which any legacy or donations that significantly modify the size of the estate may be 

received, with the particular effect of driving back any liquidity constraint and reducing the different 
costs of relative participation;  

 
• the wish to pass on an estate to one’s descendants which, while broadening the investment horizon, 

makes investing in stocks more interesting for retirees (Gomes and Michaelides, 2005);  
 
• financial culture at different ages;  
 
• the risk of income fluctuation during the working years.  

 
 

1.2 The American situation  

Insofar as retirement savings play a significant role, the United States potentially represent a field of 

application for time diversification on a major scale.  Yet, the pension fund industry has not always practised 

the rules of asset allocation that it preaches (See Boubel, 2003).  Were we to broaden the scope of the study 

to cover the entire estate, empirically speaking, we may observe that Americks and Zeldes (2002) offer a 

particularly rich analysis of the behaviour of American households through the monitoring of a cross section 

of individuals from two distinct databases.  The following emerges from this work that basically spans the 

1990’s:  
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1)  overall, both statistics and econometric simulations provide a bell curve of the portion of riskier assets 

comprising the financial estate. Nevertheless, the waxing phase of this portion during the prime of the 

working years can basically be explained by the progression in the rate of market participation.  

Subsequently, this lends weight to the analyses in terms of participation costs, the learning effect or 

yet the incentive towards precaution as well as liquidity constraint during the younger years.  As soon 

as we focus exclusively upon the shareholders’ portfolios, we observe no modification in the 

allocation of their estate among assets without risk and risky assets;  

2)  this stability in allocation is not only valid concerning stocks, but also with regards to the flow which is 

influenced by, once again, the arrival of new entrants who considerable influence upon allocation.  

Thus, from an analytical perspective, in light of the progression of the estates, the hypothesis of 

constant relative risk aversion finds solid support here;  

3)  at the individual level, in ten years’ time (1987-1996), not only did the majority of investors not modify 

the allocation of flow but, more importantly, they did not adjust their stock portfolios either.  Only an 

increase in value of risky assets led to an increase in their share in most estates (77%).  However, 

this is compensated by heavy sales (25%) by the 9% who reduced their share of risky assets.  Both 

the scope of these movements and their rarity lend credence to analyses underlining the central role 

played by costs related to reallocation.  

All told, it would appear that American households do not respect the first investment rule advocated by 

institutional investors, i.e., they do not reduce the share of risky assets in their portfolio during the latter half 

of their working life. While a very small minority does sell their securities at the end of their working years, 

this is compensated by the phenomena of increased value.  Consequently, stock allocation proportions are 

not seriously questioned. The absence of time diversification is confirmed in a different database by 

Summers et al. (2006). These latter bring up the hypothesis of the passivity of households: the phenomenon 

of overperformance of risky assets relative to non risky assets are not compensated by portfolio reallocation.  

Nevertheless, the salient feature of this study is in its demonstration of the absence of management styles 

that individuals consider as the best. For when they are asked about the way in which the portion of risky 

assets in financial estates should vary with age, they consider that the best choice is that of a progressive 

reduction thereof. 
 
 

1.3 The French case 

At first glance, time diversification would seem to have a universal dimension. Nevertheless, due to a strong 

domestic bias observed in the preceding study10, it would appear useful to strictly limit consideration of the 

principle to the French case.  To our knowledge, meanwhile, few empirical studies on this subject exist at the 

national level.  National Statistics compiled over nearly a century demonstrate the leading performance of 

stocks in terms of return (Tanay, 2002).  The most precise study is that of Sanfilippo (2004) using a 
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resampling method (from 1973-2001) in determining the validity of a time diversification strategy. The 

investor arbitrates between a risky portfolio represented by the SBF 250 and a government security 

considered safe.  The following  conclusions were most significant:  

• the riskier portfolio over the short term remained so over the long term;  
 
• time diversification is justified regardless of the choice of the risk evaluation method (variance or 

semi-variance);  
 
• the proportion of shares at different ages obviously varies according to the level of risk aversion.  

 

Thus, a proper investment strategy for the French market could lead to a progressive reduction of the portion 

of stocks within the portfolio. It must be emphasized, however, that the portfolio of risky assets chosen by 

the author is the SBF 250.  In other words, it is a perfectly diversified portfolio, supporting no more risk than 

that of the market, for we have demonstrated that the majority of individual French shareholders’ portfolios 

are inadequately diversified11. One must wonder as to the continued validity of the hypothesis for portfolios 

displaying characteristics widely divergent from those of the market portfolio.  

Few studies are available for confronting this almost prescriptive information with the actual choices made 

by French investors with regards to time diversification.  However, reference can be made to the 

econometric study of the Patrimoine 1998 survey by Arrondel and Masson (2002). This reveals that direct or 

indirect stock market participation follows a bell curve, reaching a peak around the age of 40.  Likewise, and 

more recently, the Banque de France survey of the securities assets of physical persons showed that, in 

2005, the proportion of listed French shares in portfolios declined from the 46-55 age group upwards, 

essentially in favour of domestic bonds (Table 3). Yet in both cases, it would be hasty to deduce that there is 

a progressive withdrawal from stock markets from the age of 40-50 upwards in favour of less risky assets, 

inasmuch as it is highly probable that generational effects are equally responsible for this contraction.  

 
It should be noted that the Banque de France survey concerned securities accounts, and that the 

econometric study by Arrondel and Mason used survey data from 1998.  Since then, one cannot help but 

remark the vigorous growth of long term savings accumulated for the purpose of providing complementary 

retirement income.  In the life insurance sector and, more recently, in that of individual or collective savings 

products specifically dedicated to retirement, financial engineering services establishments have developed 

various innovations based on the time diversification principle, generally qualified by professionals as 

“piloted management.” The investor benefits from a dual management delegation that is instant while 

evolving continually over time.  In order to get an idea of the scope of this phenomenon whereby French 

investors tend to be ever more involved by individual savings plans in which stock is transferred to bonds or 

money-market products, we polled a certain number of financial intermediaries about their marketing of this 

type of products through personal savings plans (PERP’s) and life insurance12. Incidentally, those 

establishments that responded collectively represent a market share of some 20% of mathematical 

contingencies.  
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10 Cf. AMF Working Papers n°1.  
11 Cf. AMF Working Papers n°1.  
12 “It would be most desirable that the French Federation of Insurance Companies be capable of gathering this information, so cru-
cial for all market players for whom it would open up a vast field of prospection.”  
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This investigation reveals that the principle of time diversification appears marginal if we focus on 

outstanding amounts.  Life insurance has a broad lead on this account.  Overall, this weight represents 

approximately 1%. It must be said that it was only very recently added to the product lines of certain 

networks.  The emergence of this practise meanwhile provides a hint of even more to come through these 

flows for which the ratio in 2006 reached nearly 5%.  

Table 3: Breakdown of portfolios by value in 2005 (as a %)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Source: Banque de France  

Although these statistics, while they describe an uptrend, remain at modest levels overall, a distinction by 

product type should be made whenever possible.  As was referred to here above, this innovation was 

proposed to investors from the launch of PERP’s and of the PERCO plan.  Statistics gathered demonstrate 

that on the PERP alone, the share of products that take time diversification into account is closer to 30% of 

stocks as well as on flows.  This hypothesis is further reinforced when we observe that, according to the 

French Asset Management Association on 31 December 2006, some 47% of over 200,000 employees who 

had decided to make instalments to the PERCO that had been proposed to them opted for the time 

diversification principle.  Clearly, any boost of true retirement savings products in the financial estate of 

French households should continue to be accompanied by the development of time diversification strategies. 

              

2. DOLLAR COST AVERAGING  

Dollar-Cost Averaging (DCA), is a market investment technique that may be applied to a security or across 

an entire portfolio that consists of staggering purchases over time.  It is a matter of substituting regular 

periodic acquisitions for a constant amount over a given period of time for an initial investment of all capital 

to be invested, generally qualified as a Lump Sum (LS). At first glance, this method offers two virtues.  First, 

it must allow the investor to buy his securities at an average price that is below the average for the different 

dates since, obviously, the higher the price, the fewer securities he may buy.  Conversely, the lower the 

price, the more he may buy (cf. the first part of Box 2).  Second, this provides a strategy of avoiding the 

devastating financial and psychological effects resulting from a drop in prices immediately following the 

purchase of securities.  
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French Shares French Bonds Others

Under 18 years 35.9 13.6 50.5

18-25 years 35.2 9.9 54.9

26-35 years 37.5 6.3 56.2

36-45 years 37.7 7.2 55.1

46-55 years 35.5 9.3 55.2

56-65 years 33.9 11.8 54.3

Over 65 years 29.2 20.9 49.9
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Other than these advantages, to which we will subsequently return, this investment method is widely 

promoted by financial intermediaries for investments in the stock markets due to the, “painlessness,” of its 

application.  The regularity and automatic nature dispense the investor of complex choices relating to 

investment timing, thus reducing the cost of participation and eliminating the need for intermediaries to 

devote time to following up with their clients, while perfectly corresponding to the history of income and 

savings.  

While there is undeniable comfort within a regular savings plan, arbitrage between DCA or LS investments 

must also be considered in the case of exogenous growth of the financial estate following an inheritance, 

sale of real estate or a professional practise, or any other exceptional revenue originating from lottery 

winnings,  bonuses, lawsuits and the like.  In this case, the investor is particularly sensitive to the choice of 

an investment technique.  
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Box 2  

The principle of Dollar-Cost Averaging  
 

If we take Greenhut’s example (2006) of an individual with an initial sum of € 9000 in liquidities that bear 
no interest, we see that he must choose between investing all of this sum at the time t=0 (below as LS, 
for Lump sum) in a mutual fund (SICAV) or investing this sum regularly in three instalments over three 
periods at €3000 per period (cf. DCA for Dollar-Cost Averaging below).  The Sicav is initially priced at 
€100, and then at 150 (at t=1) and 50 (at t=2) respectively. The purchase of the securities may be ex-
pressed in the following manner:  

       t=0  t=1 t=2 
Price  100  150  50  
Number of securities purchased: 

LS  90  
DCA (3 x €3000)  30  20  60  

Dollar cost averaging allows the investor to hold a total of 110 shares that he will have bought for an aver-

age price of €81.82, well below the average purchase price ((100+150+50)/3).  The DCA method would 

appear in this case more profitable than the LS method which only allowed for the purchase of 90 shares 

for an average price of €100.  
Statistical Illusion According to Greenhut 

 
In the above example, the price variation of the SICAV surrounding the average price is identical in the 
arithmetic sense of the term.  In other words, one must subtract €50 from the (t=1) price in order to return 
to the median and add €50 at (t=2) to produce a similar result.  If, instead of this arithmetic process, we 
were to envisage identical proportions for returning to the median (100), in this case +/-1/3, than the pur-
chase price history would be displayed as follows:  
 t=0    t=1    t=2 

Price 100    150    75  
Number of securities purchased:   
 LS  90 

 DCA (3 x €3000)         30  20  40  
 
In this case, the DCA method produces the purchase of the same number of securities (90) for an aver-
age identical price (100) of what was derived by the LS method.  
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2.1 The traditional financial framework called into question  

There is no lack of arguments for questioning the validity of the Dollar Cost Averaging practise.  Some are of 

an empirical nature (Knight and Mandell, 1992-1993, or Williams and Bacon, 1993, for US stocks, Bacon et 

al., 1997, for US bonds). They basically illustrate the fact that the risk premium is very largely positive over 

the long term, which explains the importance of investing the totality of funds at the beginning of the period. 

Greenhut (2006), however, insists upon the display of a statistical illusion (following box 2).  Basically 

however, the debate revolves around financial theory, referring to Markowitz’ optimal portfolio.  

For Constantinides (1979), the principal theoretical argument against dollar cost averaging is that the 

investment policy stems from an initial situation characterized both by the amount of wealth available and by 

the allocation of this wealth between the different assets.  For each of these initial allocations, there is an 

“optimal path”  of progressive transformation within the DCA framework. Thus, at every step of the way, 

several estate allocations may be  contemplated in keeping with the initial structure. This is incompatible with 

financial optimisation in the traditional sense that ultimately results in a single optimal portfolio at all time, in 

the absence of transaction costs. Furthermore, the author notes that dollar cost averaging suffers from the 

failure to take into account information prior to the implementation of the procedure that, optimally, should 

encourage a reorientation of the initial choice.  Ultimately, the practise of DCA resists poorly to the existence 

of fixed transaction costs.  Indeed, in this case, the phenomenon of dilution comes fully into play for a 

massive initial investment.  

 
Taking a different route, Rozeff (1994) shows that when an available sum is invested (i.e. originally held in 

the form of liquidities) in the stock market, mathematical simulation reveals:  

• that a DCA investment is less risky than an initial total investment at the beginning of the period, but 

that it suffers by lower return expectancy.  This first result corresponds with financial theory insofar as 

taking on less risk reduces the return expectancy;  

• however, if we are looking for an identical return expectancy between the two investment forms (with 

identical risk, respectively), then the DCA investment is in fact riskier (and correspondingly less 

profitable) than the total investment at the beginning of the period13.  Thus, from Markowitz’ 

viewpoint, the DCA investment is surpassed by the lump sum investment.  This was illustrated by a 

study on the American market.  Were we to take the S&P 500 over the period 1926-1990 as a 

reference, given equal risk, the total investment at the beginning of the period  outperformed the DCA 

investment by 1% per year. 

 

To make the discussion complete, we should underline that this study is based on the assumption of a 

random walk through stock prices, to which, since the tests carried in the middle of the 1980’s (particularly in 

work by Poterba and Summers, 1988), there is a marked preference for the mean reverting process.  
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13 See also Milevsky and Polsner (2003), for a demonstration in continuous time. 
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2.2 Dollar cost averaging and behavioural finance  

Once again, if the principle of Dollar-Cost Averaging finds scant support in traditional finance, it is perhaps 

because the assumptions made do not comply with investor behaviour. Statman (1995) attempted to 

demonstrate that new behavioural assumptions allowed greater justification for the choice of dollar cost 

averaging.  Reacting to Constantinides’ criticism regarding the sub-optimal character of strategies dictated in 

part by the initial estate allocation, Statman pointed out that the theory of perspectives14 provided an 

explanation of this phenomenon. Depending on whether the investor initially possesses an estate invested in 

liquidities (and thus projects to purchase stock) or, contrariwise, in stock (anticipating their sale), different 

approaches are available to him.  Risk averse with regards to profits, he will be reluctant to buy stock if his 

estate is liquid.  On the other hand, if he is holding stock, liquidating it transforms it into a loss in comparison 

with the benchmark represented by the initial portfolio. Risk aversion is a strong incentive for maintaining the 

position.  Thus, a DCA procedure, less radical than the LS method, provides greater satisfaction to investors 

in both cases and translates into different estate allocations according to the initial structure.  

 
Still according to Statman, other advances in behavioural finance issues are likely to shed new light on the 

analysis of DCA methodology. The same could be said of the regret theory of Loomes and Sugden, 1982.  

Beyond the simple financial loss that unfavourable stock price movement is liable to cause, the investor 

would blame himself terribly for having made a bad decision.  By a phenomenon that relieves responsibility, 

the DCA method allows the investor to reduce the severity of this regret for which he feels such aversion15.  

A complementary argument in favour of financial behavioural may stem from seasonal effects.  Atra and 

Mann (2001) demonstrated on a very large scale — internationally in fact — that a DCA strategy could 

prevail over an LS investment when the investment period begins in spring or summer.  Contrariwise, the 

end of the year and the month of January lend themselves more favourably to LS strategies.  These 

seasonal effects may be explained either through behavioural financial (in particular by using Mental 

accounting, or, in this case, by separation over time of investment choices) and also by taking tax calendars 

into consideration16.  

All told, while it is unlikely that dollar cost averaging produces positive results by traditional financial criteria, 

it does seem to represent an investment technique that is well in tune with advances made in the field of 

behavioural finance.  
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14 Cf. AMF Working Papers n°1.  
15 See also Section II. Milevsky and Posner (2003) complement and reinforce Statman’s favourable conclusions by demonstrating 
that, for certain stock price movement models and portfolio term target prices, the DCA method may prove advantageous during 
periods of high price volatility. 
16 It should be specified however that the investment horizon chosen by the authors is, logically, annual, although that may not nec-
essarily be the investment horizon of a securities investor.  
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2.3 The spread of dollar cost averaging in France  

To our knowledge, no empirical study has been made as of yet on the validity of a Dollar Cost Averaging 

type strategy in France.  In particular because the leading indexes lack the historical basis necessary for a 

very long term approach. Such a study should be carried out due to the domestic bias mentioned previously. 

Nevertheless, in the absence of true statistical justification, this practise has become widespread.  By using 

the fiscal protection of a personal equity plan, life insurance or new retirement savings products, the great 

majority of networks are now offering dollar cost averaging solutions.  In most cases, they are relatively 

flexible plans that allow investors to modify their initial choices, especially regarding the amount.  When the 

investor exercises this liberty, the strict strategic principle falls by the wayside.  Doubts then arise as to the 

validity of the statistics available to us, particularly with regards to periodic instalments for insurance, while 

there is a great number of this type of contracts.  

However, the investigation that we conducted among financial intermediaries allows us to trace these 

dimensions concerning life insurance and the PERP.  According to our estimates, the share of regular 

instalments in overall collection reaches some 7.5%, placing it well below the proportion recorded for time 

diversification.  It should be remembered that this is an older practice, documented over a long period in life 

insurance.  Furthermore, the increasing tendency over the last few years is much less pronounced than that 

observed for time diversification.  

All told, time diversification and dollar cost averaging practises have only begun to emerge in France.  We 

have observed their attractiveness together with their potential limits.  On the one hand, they stem from 

unfavourable assumptions of stock price movements within certain horizons as well as from investor 

preferences.  From this latter point of view, it should be remembered that these methods cannot be 

proposed independently of an analysis of investor preferences.  Despite obvious advantages for financial 

intermediaries, an excessively systematic marketing of this type of products could be detrimental.  
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In this era of real time information and financial globalisation, investors are able to receive a nearly constant 

flow of economic, financial or political information bearing a macroeconomic influence or relating to the 

business of one or several listed companies. Certain information may be capable of bringing about a 

modification of financial estate allocation between risky assets and non risky assets when they impair the 

market’s expected return and risk. Others are incorporated into expectations of price movement of securities 

made individually. In order to maintain optimal consistency in his securities portfolio, the rational investor 

modifies, according to this recurrent information, the probabilities that he affects to the different states of the 

nature in keeping with Bayes’ principle17.  A recomposition of his portfolio thus follows at a rhythm which, on 

a perfect market, may be extremely high.  

Even where the value of the hypothesis is open to discussion (Frazzini, 2004), one may consider that fund 

managers exercise an activity that is in relative harmony with this principle, and that is what gives mediated 

management its vitality, at least with regards to the composition of the stock portfolio. However, statistics 

demonstrate that the majority of individual investors display great passivity, keeping their positions over long 

periods.  We can see this in detail in the French example, and this observation may be made in the 

framework of direct portfolio management. Yet it must be noted that investments made by institutional 

investors are also plagued with the same passivity through the various methods employed in selecting a 

fund, as brought out by Mitchell et al. (2006) in portfolio management within 401(k) plans in the USA, or 

even by Americks and Zeldes (2002)18. Furthermore, this passivity seems on the one hand to display an 

asymmetrical character: the tendency to sell, “bad,” securities is much weaker than that of selling the “good,” 

ones.  In the same sector of activity and in the same country, Sirri and Tufano (1998) provided the example 

where, if the funds showing the best performances in the recent past truly benefit from capturing the flow of 

household financial investment, those recording more modest performance are not penalized by 

withdrawals.  

In  theory, this lack of responsiveness may be due to a variety of elements.  First, it may reflect the 

consistency of long term expectations as evidence of trust in the stability of economic and financial 

fundamentals.  The short term phenomena is not worthy of our attention due to the capacity of markets, 

sectors of activity or businesses to go through short term turbulences. This may also be the presumption of 

insufficient attention towards the economic and financial environment, a sort of intellectual laziness on this 
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Section II.  Short term responsiveness 

17  Bayes’ Rule of probabilities stipulates that the investor revises the probability that an event may occur (for example, a level of 
stock prices) after receiving the information and of the knowledge of the statistical link between this information and this event. 
18 See also the interesting study by Elton et al. (2004) on what determines flow recorded in indexed funds on the S&P 500.  
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theme, perhaps rejected due to an overload of information that has become unmanageable.  Traditionally, 

we emphasize that market imperfection must be taken into account, since transaction costs and tax 

consideration are liable to reduce the motivation for portfolio rebalancing.  Yet it may also represent a 

violation of Bayes’ Rules, regularly brought to the fore in various discussions (Broihanne et al., 2004) and 

resulting in marginal utilisation of information perceived.  From this standpoint, financial behaviour 

experiments may once again provide an explanation with regards to investor, “irrationality.”  

 

1. INDIVIDUAL SHAREHOLDERS’ MARKET ACTIVITY 

The notion that French individual shareholders do not trade frequently is regularly advanced, and that they 

thus can be considered as stable shareholders on the markets.  This is particularly crucial in downtrend 

periods (Séjourné, 2004).  The latest information available does nothing to contradict this observation. 

Thus, the different investigations conducted by TNS Sofres show that, over the period 2001-2005, a majority 

of individual shareholders had not performed any portfolio rebalancing during the quarter preceding the 

investigation (Chart 2). This proportion increases to 75% in 2002 and 2004, but decreases significantly in 

2005. Banque de France, from its standpoint, calculates the average length of holding time for the various 

categories of subscribers of securities.  Whether dealing with domestic or foreign stocks, it would appear 

that the length of holding time by French households is far above the average of all other agents, with a 

downward adjustment of this average tendency being attributed to the behaviour of non-residents. During 

the period 1998-2006, households held their French stocks on the average for 4 years three months (Chart 

3) and their foreign shares for 3 years 9 months (Chart 4).  For all agents, these averages, over 8 years, 

came to 9 and 6 months, respectively.  
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Chart 2: Trading Activity of Individual Shareholders Over the Previous Quarter (in %)  

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Source: TNS Sofres  
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In parallel with this “passive,” majority  a small minority of French shareholders displays extensive market 

activity. According to TLB19, among the population of individual shareholders making a minimum of one 

transaction per month, a third carry out a minimum of 6 operations monthly while 7.3% make at least 20 

trades. It is difficult to evaluate the exact role played by new technology in this behaviour.  In France, placing 

orders by Internet remains a privilege exercised by a small number of investors. While its use is widely 

spread in bank account or portfolio management, only 5% of this strata of the internaut population currently 

executes purchase or sales orders in this way. Furthermore, up until now and despite assumptions 

throughout France and statistical confirmation of American data21, there is no data that allows us to make 

any clear association between the intensity of trading activity and the use of on line trading.  For this small 

minority of shareholders, the term, “hyperactivity,”  is probably more appropriate inasmuch as we shall later 

see that such a strategy displays a marked tendency to yield sub-par performance.  

2.  Why such passivity?  

One the one hand, the level of passivity is linked to the prevailing economic conditions.  Banque de France 

statistics mentioned here above clearly demonstrate an increase in the length of holding time during the 

pronounced downtrend in stock prices beginning in 2001 (Charts 3 and 4) that slowly returned to mean 

levels.  This would indicate that households are even more likely to act by taking profits when prices rise 

than to withdraw during a downtrend. We shall see that such behaviour, that we qualify as asymmetrical, 

may be explained by behavioural finance.  It is also linked to purchase timing.  For example, it should be 

remembered that between May 1999 and May 2001, a census taken by TNS Sofres in France found 

900,000 new direct individual shareholders, representing an increase of 17.3%. At the core of this trend and 

in a complete turnaround in stock prices from May 2000 to May 2001, 500,000 new shareholders appeared 

on the scene. These latter were often young and had subscribed to initial offerings of new technology 

companies. However, these new shareholders most likely booked quick losses on their portfolios. Unfamiliar 

with the ups and downs of the market, overestimating the potential profit and/or underestimating the risks 

during this exuberant phase, they were taken by surprise when the trend was broken.  From that point, we 

may consider that their passivity was to be endured.  Beyond this episode, it signifies that when prices drop, 

shareholders put sales off in order to avoid losses, waiting for, “better days.” This phenomenon was also 

observed on a number of occasions abroad22 (Odean, 1998).  

Nevertheless, an approach with such emphasis on the prevailing economic climate, while it may enjoy free 

rein in an analytical context, cannot provide the only explanation. Indeed, lengths of holding time of 

securities by households  are well above average, regardless of the period under review.  Neither can a long 

term investment horizon dispense investors, in a  perfect market, from regular portfolio reallocation.  
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19  "Etude nationale 2006: Vous, l’Epargne and l’Information."  Investigation TLB.                             
20 Source :"Porteurs de Valeurs mobilières 2006," investigation  TNS for Euronext.   
21 Barber and Odean, 2001.   
22 Cf. Vissing-Jorgensen (2003) for a survey. 
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2.1 The problem of transaction costs and tax considerations 

The effect of transaction costs and tax considerations on shareholder activity is quite well documented.  With 

regards to the first point, it may basically be concluded that investors trade when the marginal profit that they 

earn surpasses the marginal cost of the operation. In other words, whether fixed or variable, transaction 

costs lead the rational investor to leave unchanged the allocation of his portfolio of risky assets longer than 

he would otherwise if these costs were absent (Bielecki et al., 2004).  A portfolio no-trade zone is thus traced 

by such inertness (Leland, 1999). Furthermore, Constantinides (1986) demonstrates that these variable 

costs also tend to fix the proportions of financial wealth distributed in the portfolio between risky assets and 

risk-free assets.  

Beyond the financial costs linked to the transaction, Samuelson and Zeckhauser (1988) refer to the notion of 

transition cost which may be defined as the cost linked to the search for the best alternative solution. In other 

words, this nomenclature also refers to the component elements of participation costs such as the time 

devoted to portfolio management analysis23.  The initial portfolio may disappoint relative to a benchmark, 

although the individual may not necessarily be ready to make the necessary efforts to modify his position 

which, as we shall see, leads to a status quo bias.  

Tax issues must obviously be contemplated within a country-specific context. Basically, the incidence of 

taxes on the trading activity of households is seen from a perspective of taxation of profits and losses.  From 

this point of view, the tax system for securities may provide incentives for portfolio rotation, as observed by 

sales at the end of the fiscal year when declaration of losses allows for tax reduction (Constantinides, 1984, 

Odean, 1998). However, at the same time, other measures are likely to provoke a phenomenon whereby 

winning securities are kept in order once again to not suffer excessive taxation for the fiscal year under 

consideration (Poterba, 2002).  These two aspects must be taken into account with regards to any threshold 

effects to be included in a logic of fiscal optimisation. Thus, a relatively low threshold after which taxation is 

triggered will encourage inertness.  In France, localisation of stock or mutual fund shares into savings plans 

(PEA) has become commonplace24, as it allows stockholders to overcome this through the tax exemptions 

afforded by such rotation.  In this particular case, the primary source of inactivity is clearly born from the lack 

of interest in modifying the allocation of risky assets/risk-free assets25 in the financial estate.  
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23 Cf. AMF Working Papers n°1.  
24 Cf.  The Banque de France investigations.  
25 Despite the inventiveness of mutual fund managers capable of recreating money market rates more or less from  
stock market coverage strategies, thus allowing inclusion of risk-free assets into the stock savings plan.  
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Meanwhile, cost analysis finds substantial support among various types of behaviour observed.  Thus, as 

illustrated prior, Americks and Zeldes (2002) demonstrate the dearth of stock reallocations in the US.  Above 

all, however, when they do occur, they are on a grand scale at some 25% of the portfolio value, which once 

again confirms the vast no trading zones. 

2.2 Behavioural analysis  

a) The disposition effect  

The assumption of greater portfolio inactivity during market downtrends lends credence once again to the 

theory of perspectives of Kahneman and Tversky26, the very basis of analysis in terms of the disposition 

effect.  While traditional financial theory suggests that an investor may at any time be liable to rebalance his 

portfolio if his expectations change, it must be remembered that the theory of perspectives describes rather 

the behaviour of investors prompt to take a profit, yet unlikely to sell losing securities due to their risk 

aversion.  In this latter scenario, they hope for a rise in the securities concerned, independently of the fact 

that these securities may represent at this instant a better opportunity than others on the investment horizon.  

The potential loss would thus be easier to admit than the actual loss. 

Since the pioneering work of Odean (1998), numerous tests have been developed on microeconomic bases 

for auditing the validity of such behavioural hypotheses and analysing their implied consequences for stock 

prices (Goetzmann and Massa, 2003).  Overall, the results obtained from American data suggests the 

validity of the hypothesis of the disposition effect on stock markets themselves if, on the one hand, it is 

difficult to trace investors’ reference point (initial wealth level relative to the benchmark that may be the most 

generally quoted market index) and if, on the other hand, certain factors come into play with regards to sale 

of stock during a rise in prices, such as dividend payments (Ivkovic et alii, 2003).  

b) Regret Theory and the bias for the status quo  

Like the theory of perspectives, Regret Theory was introduced into the field of theoretical and experimental 

financial behaviour by Bell (1982) and Loomes and Sugden (1982). It provides an answer to the violation of 

one of the axioms of Von Neuman and Morgenstern that characterise the investor’s utility function, or that of 

transitivity of preferences27.  The principle is simple.  Far from contenting himself with observing the results 

of his investment, the individual compares it retrospectively to a given reference.  If his investment proves 

better than this reference, he feels no small pride.  However, if a negative result appears, he will regret his 
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26 Cf. AMF Working Papers n°1.  
27 Op. Cit. See all the presentation by Bleichrodt et alii (2006) or that of Gollier and Salanié (2006).   
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initial choice.  This regret is clearly of a psychological order, a blend of hurt and rage arising in reaction to 

the observation after the fact that he made a poor initial decision.  Thus, in addition to risk aversion, the 

investor displays regret aversion, a dual-component utility function28.  

 

Although the link, to our knowledge, has not yet been subject to modelling exercises or even less so to 

attempts at empirical validation, regret aversion is liable to lead the investor to not question his initial choice, 

or in other words, to  reiterate the same choice for current flows or to keep his position.  That is what Mangot 

(2005) suggests when referring to certain marketing work, i.e., if he anticipates his own reaction and, in 

order to not regret afterwards his initial decision to buy or to sell, the investor generally prefers a median 

solution that consists of not modifying his position.  The bias towards the status quo, as analysed by 

Samuelson and Zeckhauser (1988), is a tendency to "leave things as they are, for this strategy is arbitrarily 

considered as the strategy reference," (Mangot). As seen elsewhere through the notion of transition cost, 

Samuelson and Zeckauser suggest that the more time and effort that the investor has required in taking this 

position, i.e., the higher the initial participation cost, the more he is compelled to maintain his initial strategy. 

Their experiments also provide evidence that this bias increases with the range of possibilities.  Such a 

result is particularly revealing when applied to an investor who is by nature confronted with an infinite 

number of choices, as discrete choices (which assets?) and continuous choices (which amounts?) 

accumulate.  

c) Anchorage, Cognitive Dissonance, Conservatism and Confirmation  

Other avenues currently being explored are worthy of mention.  The first refers to the anchorage bias29.  This 

corresponds to the investor’s perception to past information, e.g., a price level reached prior, past 

performance, or a price goal announced by an analyst.  He will overweight this information relative to new 

information that he may receive and to which he will not react.  However, over time and should varied 

information invalidate this initial reference point, the investor is liable to update his anchorage point which 

could lead him to make a delayed transaction.  

The anchorage bias may be accompanied by a conservative bias or an attribution bias (Daniel et al., 1998, 

Mangot, 2005) which consists in attributing even more weight to information that confirms the first opinion 

than to that which invalidates it. This attribution bias may indeed be part of the problem of cognitive 
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28  To sum up the presentation proposed by Solnik (2006), this U function is expressed as:  
U(x,y) = v(x) + f(v(x)-v(y))  

Where:  
x = end wealth resulting form the investment choice made  
y = end wealth that could have resulted from another choice v(y): traditional utility function (Von-Neuman-Morgenstern)  
f =  increasing and concave regret function (its concavity explains regret aversion).  Satisfaction decreases as y>x.  
 
29 See Kaestner (2005) for a presentation and an attempt at validation. 
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dissonance (Samuelson and Zeckhauser, 1988) that occurs when the investor receives a flow of  information 

with contradictory consequences that heighten his selectivity.  Furthermore, the investor who is attentive to 

the image that he has of himself could set in motion an information selection process whereby he seeks 

information that tends to confirm his choice while avoiding information that may contradict it, even if it means 

totally isolating himself from all information likely to disappoint him.  He thus sets up a mental mechanism 

geared to reassuring his opinion known as a confirmation bias.   Ultimately, since he is concerned with the 

image that others may have of him and wishes to avoid loss of esteem within his circle, he avoids calling his 

choices into question too frequently.  

 

Analytically speaking, these two different approaches of regret theory and cognitive dissonance are set apart 

from the disposition effect by taking into account the investor passivity independently of price movement 

within his securities portfolio. 

3.  Hyperactivity  

As seen prior in the French case, a tiny minority of shareholders displays the opposite behaviour, or a bias 

towards hyperactivity.  A part of behavioural finance literature is also focused on analysis of this excess 

trading and  its implications for markets from a perspective of overreaction.  The approach consists primarily 

of considering hyperactivity as a consequence of overconfidence (Benos, 1998, Daniel et al., 1998, Odean, 

1998). This latter is due to overestimation of the quality of information available to the investor or 

overestimation of his capacity to read the available information better than other investors. For example, 

reference has often been made to confusion between individual performance and performance relative to 

the market.  

Broihanne et al. (2004) also remark that the simple fact of wanting to manage one’s portfolio oneself may be 

a sign of this overconfidence.  However, a prevailing idea is that the development of new technology was 

responsible for increased market activity. Barber and Odean (2001) consider that the major gain made by 

the internet has been in the quantity of available information.  This latter has become more abundant and 

readily available with greater frequency due to reduced circulation costs.  The mass of information available 

is likely to generate a bias towards overconfidence.  Investors’ inability to analyse available information and 

to, “separate the chaff from the grain,” may be a source of an illusion of knowledge and control.  

Furthermore, the frequency of information updates is likely to produce innumerable doubts regarding 

investment choices.  Indeed, even if the internet is capable of offering online trading with a dramatic 

reduction in transaction costs, these latter are nevertheless substantial enough to make for sub-par 

strategies if portfolio adjustments are made too frequently. 
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This was clearly underlined by Barber and Odean (2000) on American data. The performance of the most 

active investors is very close to that obtained by the less active in gross terms. It is naturally inferior when 

transaction costs are taken into account. An identical result is also observed in Germany by Dorn and 

Huberman (2005) who characterize these active investors.  By and large, they are young men with very 

slight risk aversion. We might add that they are in a learning phase and do not yet necessarily have a long 

term vision for their portfolio management.  

 

In France, the share of individual shareholders using the internet has grown considerably over the last few 

years. Estimated by TNS-Sofres at 15.1% in 2003, it reached 47% in 2006.  Nevertheless, the more than 

three million shareholders concerned basically use it for accessing financial information on prices, 

recommendations, companies  and so on.  Only 5% use the internet for trading.  This small proportion could 

be compared with that — on the same scale — applied to the most active shareholders. 
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The first part of our study relative to the analysis on a static level of the behaviour of French investors 

regarding risky assets had allowed us to emphasize an important need in financial education which would 

allow the greatest number of investors to benefit from the advantages of stock over the long term and to 

respect a few rules of diversification. The second part lends even more weight to this recommendation, 

particularly with regards to investors’ capacity to take full advantage of information that is available to them 

in both their long- and short term strategies.  

With regards to long term portfolio allocation, time diversification and dollar cost averaging strategies, 

although yet in their initial phases in France (even if their development should accompany the spread of 

retirement savings products) would appear to have applications for only a limited number of situations.  

Thus, the first strategy is justified during a mean reverting process of stock prices (a plausible long term 

hypothesis) or, if stock prices move randomly, of diminishing investor risk aversion according to his wealth.  

It may be amended for the younger if they are bound by liquidity constraints or display a strong preference 

for the present that leads them to prefer accumulation of liquid savings.  Such is also the case if high costs 

of participating in financial markets imply a lengthy learning process. It should be noted that if these 

constraints stretch over a long period, a late entry into a time diversification process may prove hardly 

worthwhile.  

The practise of dollar cost averaging, which seems to have taken the lead over time diversification in France, 

presents undeniable advantages for investors and the collecting establishment.  Progress in behavioural 

finance has now validated, from the investor’s viewpoint, a median strategy that allows him to limit his 

regrets.  It does not fully respond, however, to traditional standards of finance insofar as the investor does 

not particularly take into account information that he receives during the given investment period.  In this 

sense, investor activity suggested by this principle is contrary to the need for responsiveness which is 

fundamental to portfolio management of risky assets in a perfect market.  There is absolutely no need to 

restate the reasons for which this latter condition is nevertheless not fulfilled. In both cases, market 

imperfection, and in particular the presence of fixed costs, are liable to call into question the validity of these 

strategies.  The most modest estates thus have every interest in spacing out their portfolio reallocations and 

in carrying out trading operations involving large amounts.  

 

This very market imperfection has traditionally been put forward for explaining investor passivity in shorter 

term management of their portfolio.  Transaction costs and tax considerations may also constrain the 

rational individual, in the sense of portfolio theory, to defer trading operations.  Overall, French investors do 

not elude this lack of responsiveness.  Nevertheless, they are subject to an increasing flow of information 

likely to prompt them to modify their positions.  The advent of psychological analysis of investor behaviour 
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may provide some answers to this paradox.  Different arguments have also been put forth for analysing this 

bias for the status quo.  They are primarily based on two pillars: the dissonance created by an information 

overload and the will to not be confronted by information that is liable to reveal poor initial choices.  Beyond 

that, the perspective theory, based primarily on the notion of loss aversion, provides an answer to a second 

stylised fact which is that of relative asymmetry with regards to shareholders’ responsiveness in keeping with 

stock price movements.  Prompt to pocket profits, they seem to hold on to losing positions longer.  

Our study yet reveals that while the majority of individual French shareholders modify their positions very 

little, an intense activity, already observed in the USA, does indeed touch a small minority among them.  The 

abundance of available information, together with confidence in their ability to fare better than the others, are 

in this case the major arguments for explaining so much.  It is thus more appropriate to speak of 

hyperactivity inasmuch as, due to transaction costs, this type of behaviour quite often results in mediocre 

portfolio performance.  
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